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THE cross section for scattering of mesons by 
nucleons remains invariant under the phase sub
stitution indicated by Minami. 1 The two sets of 
phase shifts, obtained from one another through 
this substitution, can only be distinguished either 
by means of polarization experiments,2-3 or by 
analyzing the energy dependence of the cross sec
tion at low energies. We obtain below a similar 
transformation for the case of nucleon-nucleon • scattering. 

The elastic scattering of nucleons against nu
cleons is completely described by the scattering 
matrix M ( k, k 0; 0' 1, u2), which determines the 
amplitude Xf of the scattered wave in terms of 
the initial spin state Xi: 

X!= M (k, k0 ; a1 , a2) Xi. (1) 

Here u1 and u2 are the Pauli matrices for the 
two nucleons, and ko and k denote unit vectors 
along the incident and scattered nucleon directions. 

In order to obtain the transformation of inter
est, note that the scattering cross section for un
polarized nucleons u0 = % Sp MM+, is invariant to 
an exchange of M (k, ko; u1, u2) with one of the fol
lowing matrices 

M1 = (a1k) M (a1k0), M 2 = (a2k) M (a2ko), 
M 3 = (a1k) (a2k) M (a1k0) (a2ko)· (2) 

We expand now th~ matrix M in terms of the 
spherical function Y~(k) describing a state of 
given total angular momentum j, its z-compo
nent m, orbital angular momentum ! and spin 
s. Then 

M (k k · a a ) = "' 2 7t ~ Y{~ (k) Y{::!/ (ko) Rfs; l's' • 
' 0' b 2 .LJ tk ~ 

f,m l,s;l',s' (3) 

The values of s and ! are determined from the 
rule for adding angular momenta, and are as fol
lows: for s = 0 (singlet) ! = j; for s = 1 (trip
let) l. = j, j ± 1. For a given value of j, the quan-

tities R! 111 , form a symmetric (reversibility 
xS,x S j 

of the motion) four-rowed matrix R satisfying 
the condition 

which arises from the unitarity of the S-matrix. 
Consider, for example, the first of the trans

formations (2). Since the operator ( 0'1k) com
mutes with the total angular momentum operator, 

(5) 

Thus 

"' 27t ~ yim (k) yim+ (k ) R(l) i M 1 (k, k0; O'u 0'2) = LJ if' LJ Is l's' o Is, l's'' 
j, m I, s; 1', s' (6) 

where 

(7) 

The matrix L(1)j is a unitary, antisymmetric, 
Hermitian matrix. Therefore R(t)j satisfies Eq. 
( 4) and has the same symmetry yroperties as RJ. 
Therefore the elements of R( 1)J may be consid
ered as the elements of a new scattering matrix 
which leads to the same cross section as M. All 
this apJ?lies as well to the matrices R(2)j = L(2)j 
x RjL(2)j+ and R(a)j = L(a)jRjL(a)j+, correspond-
ing to the second and third transformation of (2) • 

The matrix L(i)j has the form 

I o o + V j _=r 1 + VT ) 
i o o vj - -v j + 1 

=v2i+1(±Vj+1 -VT o o ' 
\ +VT VT+1 o o 

(

-1 0 0 

L (3)j = 00 0 0 1 
-2j+1 

\ 2VJU+1) 
0 0 - 2j + 1 

0 
0 

2VJU+T) 
2j+ 1 

1 
2; +1 

(8) 

The first columns (row) correspond to singlet 
states, the remaining to triplet states in the fol
lowing ordering of l.: j, j + 1, j - 1. The upper 
sign corresponds to superscript 1, and the lower 
sign to superscript 2. 

Inasmuch as the operators (u1,2k) in contra
distinction to ( u1k)( u2k) do not commute with the 
square of the total spin operator % (CTt + 0'2)2, 
the matrices M1 and M2 lead to singlet-triplet 
transitions. Therefore the first two transforma
tions cannot take place in the case of identical nu
cleon collisions where singlet-triplet transitions 
are forbidden by the Pauli principle. This also is 
true for n - p scattering if isotopic invariance 
holds. 

The operators ( uiq) represent operators which 
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rotate the spin of the i -th nucleon by an angle 1r 

about the direction q, This ailows to determine 
the transformation properties of various spin 
characteristics when Rj is replaced by R (3) j. 
For example, this exchange leads to a change in 
the sign of the polarization P which takes place 
in the collision of unpolarized nucleons. 

We finally remark that changing the sign of all 
the phase shifts (taking the complex conjugate of 
Rj) leaves the cross section unchanged, and 
changes the sign of P 0• Thus a simultaneous ap
plication of this transformation with the transfor
mation Rj into R (3) j leaves unchanged the cross 
section as well as the polarization. Therefore the 
two sets of elements of R obtained from one an
other by means of the indicated transformation, 
cannot be distinguished through the simplest polar
ization experiments (double scattering). 
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THE phenomenological description of the propa
gation of electromagnetic waves in a plasma is 
based on the possibility of introducing an index of 
refraction for the medium. A magneto-active 
plasma is usually characterized by two indices of 
refraction. It is well known that at certain values 
of the electron concentration one of these indices 
becomes infinite (neglecting the collisions of elec
trons with heavy particles). This may be called 
a resonance effect since the singularity in the in
dex of refraction is related to the resonance prop
erties of the plasma. 1•2 

In the resonance region, an electromagnetic 

wave incident on an inhomogeneous layer is par
tially or totally absorbed. The first of these ef
fects has been discussed by Ginzburg ( cf. Ref. 1, 
§79, and Ref. 2) for the case of quasi-longitudinal 
propagation. A calculation of absorption in the 
region of the singularity in the index of refraction 
has been carried out by Budden3 using a simplified 
model of an inhomogeneous layer. The complete 
solution of the problem can be obtained in the case 
in which the plasma is not highly inhomogeneous. 
The results of an analysis of this kind are given 
below. 

In a weakly inhomogeneous medium, except for 
one case which is discussed below, the interaction 
between the ordinary and extraordinary waves can 
be neglected. For simplicity, we consider trans
verse propagation although the final results can be 
generalized quite easily. In transverse propaga
tion the index of refraction for the extraordinary 
wave has a singularity, the dependence of which on 
electron concentration is given by the following: 

n2(v) = 1- v(1-v) 
1-u-v 

( ( ) = 4rte2N (z) . _ cu~ )' (1) VZ 2 , U- 2 
I m(J) cu 

(the wave propagates along the z axis, and the 
electron concentration N depends on z). The 
function n2 ( v) has two zeros, Vt ( Zt) = 1 - .fU 
and V2 ( Z2) = 1 + .fll, and a pole at Vg ( Zg) = 1 
- u. We consider the case u < 1, in which the 
resonance region ( v = v3) lies between the zeros 
of the function n2 ( v). The solution for the reflec
tion of waves from such a layer by the "standard
equation" method4 shows 5 that the reflection coef
ficient for the region ( v 1v2 ) is 

[ R [2 = 1- 4e-8 (1- e-8) sin2 s, (2) 

where <5 and s are defined by the expressions 

z, z, 

o = 2ik0 ~ Vfi dz; s = k0 ~ Vndz; (k0 = ~). (3) 
C I 

z, z, 

Equation (2) indicates that the maximum value 
of the absorption coefficient ( 1 - I R 12 ) is approx
imately 35 per cent. 

In calculating absorption in the resonance re
gion it is necessary to take account of the inter
action between the different waves only in the case 
of quasi-longitudinal propagation. In this case, in 
the region v "" 1 (in the vicinity of which the res
onance is found) the index of refraction for the 
ordinary wave n1 ( E) and for the extraordinary 
wave n2 (E) ( E = 1 - v) assume values which 
are approximately the same and two waves exhibit 
a strong interaction effect.2 

If an ordinary wave is incident on the interac-


